Hard to Handle – Black Crowes
(Key of B, 102 BPM) – Revised (Coda) 1/8/07

I (Drums) (Drums, 2, 3 B-B, D#-E-F#) (F# E-D-E-D-B) (B B-B, D#-E-F#) (F# E-D-E-D)

V1  “Baby here I am…” (B)−8X

C1  “Boys and the things that come by the dozen…”
       (F#5)−2X
       “Hey little thing…”
       (B) (tacet) (D E) (A E B)

V2  (same) “Action speaks louder than words…”

C2  “Boys come along a dime by the dozen…”
       (F#5)−2X
       “Hey little thing…”
       (B) (tacet) (A E B)−4X

V3  (same as V1) “Baby here I am…”

C3  “Boys and the things that come by the dozen…”
       (F#5)−2X
       “Hey little thing…”
       (B) (tacet) (A E B)−4X

Solo Gtr: (B)−8X

C4  (same as C2)

Coda (B)−8X w/ vocal & sax ad lib
       (A E B)−4X